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Miss Maryann Fitzwilliam is too witty and bookish for her own good. No gentleman of the ton
will marry her, so her parents arrange for her to wed a man old enough to be her father. But
Maryann is ready to use those wits to turn herself into a sinful wallflower. When the scandal
sheet reports a sighting of Nicolas St. Ives, the Marquess of Rothbury, climbing out the
chamber windows of a house party, Maryann does the unthinkable. She anonymously claims
that the bedchamber belonged to none other than Miss Fitzwilliam, tarnishing her own
reputation—and chances of the dastardly union her family secured for her. Now she just needs
to convince the marquess to keep his silence. Turns out Nicolas allows for the scandal to
perpetuate for his own reasons... But when Maryann’s parents hold fast to their arranged
marriage plan, it’ll take a scandal of epic proportions for these two to get out of this together.
Each book in the Sinful Wallflowers series is STANDALONE: * My Darling Duke * Her Wicked
Marquess * A Scoundrel of Her Own
More Than a Duke: Book 9 in the “Heart of a Duke” Series
The Heiress's DeceptionMontlake Romance
The 3rd Book in the bestselling series, The Brethren by USA Today Bestseller Christi
Caldwell!? Martha Donaldson went from being a nobleman's wife, and respected young
mother, to the scandal of her village. After learning the dark lie perpetuated against her by her
'husband', she knows better than to ever trust a man. Her children are her life and she'll protect
them at all costs. When a stranger arrives seeking the post of stable master, everything says to
turn him out. So why does she let him stay? Lord Sheldon Graham Whitworth has lived with
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the constant reminders of his many failings. The third son of a duke, he’s long been
underestimated: that however, proves a valuable asset as he serves the Brethren, an
illustrious division in the Home Office. When Graham’s first mission sees him assigned the
role of guard to a young widow and her son, he wants nothing more than to finish quickly and
then move on to another, more meaningful assignment. Except, as the secrets between them
begin to unravel, Martha’s trust is shattered, and Graham is left with the most vital mission
he’ll ever face—winning Martha’s heart. Length: Full length book This is the third book in The
Brethren series, but can be read as a standalone.
Returning to his ancestral home on the moors of Devonshire after his good friend is murdered,
Rhys St. Maur looks for salvation in the arms of a lovely innkeeper, who dares him to face his
past.
"Oh, those naughty rakes. With their wicked winks, sensual smiles, and bad boy habits, you
just can't take them out in polite society. But who wants to go out when you can stay in. . .?
Stolen Pleasures Sebastian Blake, Earl of Merrick, long ago fled the responsibilities of his title
to become the infamous pirate, Captain Phoenix. But the booty he's just captured on a
merchant ship is a fierce tempered minx who claims to be a bride. . .his bride, married to him
by proxy on behest of their fathers. He could shame his hated family and return his beautiful
wife untouched, but no treasure has ever proved more tempting to Sebastian, and making their
marriage a true one--in every sense--is his one urgent desire . . . Lucien's Gamble Lucien
Remington's reputation as a debauched libertine who plays by no one's rules--in business or
the bedroom--is well deserved. He gets what he wants, social repudiation be damned. But
society can keep from him the one thing he truly desires, the untouchable Lady Julienne La
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Coeur. Until she sneaks into his club dressed as a man and searching for her irresponsible
brother. Suddenly she's in Lucien's grasp, his to take, and his mind is filled with the most
wickedly sinful thoughts. A gentleman would walk away from the temptation she presents. But
then, Lucien has never claimed to be a gentleman. . . Her Mad Grace Hugh La Coeur never
wanted to be the Earl of Montrose. Wine, women, and a hefty wager are preferable to
responsibility of any kind. It's certainly preferable to spending the night in an eerie, neglected
mansion owned by a legendary madwoman. The duchess's companion, the fiercely
independent Charlotte, is another matter altogether. Hugh would be happy to spend as many
nights in her bed as possible. He knows she's hiding terrible secrets, but for once in his life,
Hugh has the desire to take on someone else's burden as his own, no matter what the danger.
. . They're mad, bad, and totally irresistible. . .
The marriage game is afoot in this clever blend of My Fair Lady meets Pride and Prejudice with
a twist! Edward Stanhope, the icy Duke of Thornfield, likes his life in a certain order. Give him a
strong drink, a good book, and his dog for company, and he’s content. But when he goes to
his library and finds a woman sitting in his chair, petting his dog, what starts as a request for
her to leave quickly turns to a fiery battle of wits, leading to a steamy kiss that could ruin them
both if they were caught. So of course, damn it all, that’s when Edward’s aunt walks in, and
thereafter announces Miss Georgiana Bly is the future Duchess of Thornfield. Georgiana was
content to be a spinster, spending her days reading and working to keep her family out of debt.
But now her days are spent locked away with a growly duke, learning how to be the perfect
duchess, and her nights spent fighting the undeniable attraction to a man who was never
meant for her. As their wedding day approaches, the attraction between them burns hot and
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fierce, but is it enough to melt the duke’s chilly facade?
A hidden secrets, forbidden lovers romance from a New York Times bestselling author: In this
gothic castle, even a woman of science isn’t immune to the charms of a wickedly handsome,
dangerously sexy vampire… The devilishly seductive, irresistibly rakish Mr. Macane is ravishing
all the ladies of the ton—despite the fact that he is penniless, untitled—and believed to be a
vampire. Hired to disprove such an absurd claim, the skeptical Miss Elspeth Ramsay does not
expect to tremble in his presence—until the graze of his teeth on her neck ignites an appetite of
her own, and she finds herself biting him back! Surely this sudden bloodlust can only mean
danger for her family and her heart—or a love for eternity... This is a revised, second edition of
Never Been Bitten, previously published in the Born to Bite anthology.

Relates the story of a U.S. airman who survived when his bomber crashed into the sea
during World War II, spent forty-seven days adrift in the ocean before being rescued by
the Japanese Navy, and was held as a prisoner until the end of the war.
A heroine-in-danger, forbidden love, gothic romance from a New York Times and USA
Today bestselling author: One look at the towering ocean-side manor that is to be her
new home, and exiled socialite Susan Stanton knows: This is a place haunted by
secrets, and riddled with menace. For Susan, there is no escaping the most dangerous
element of all—dark-haired smuggler Evan Bothwick, a man whose rakish countenance
cannot hide his wicked intent. But Susan has a secret of her own—a special gift that
renders her privy to the darkest mysteries lurking within the walls of the manor and in
the labyrinthine cellars beneath. And the only man who can help her is the very rogue
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she would do anything to be able to resist… GOTHIC LOVE STORIES 1. Too Wicked to
Kiss 2. Too Sinful to Deny 3. Too Tempting to Resist 4. Too Wanton to Wed
In the Rogues to Riches historical romance series, Cinderella stories aren’t just for
princesses… Sigh-worthy Regency rogues sweep strong-willed young ladies into
whirlwind romance with rollicking adventure. Nondescript “good girl” Miss Camellia
Grenville only ever opens her mouth when forced to sing at her family’s musicales.
That is, until the night she infiltrates the ton’s most scandalous masquerade ball on
behalf of her sister, and finds herself in the arms—and the bed—of the one man she’d
sworn to hate. Irresistibly arrogant and unapologetically sensuous, infamous rake Lord
Wainwright always gets his way. When he accepts a wager to turn his rakish image
respectable in just forty days, he never anticipates falling for an anonymous masked
lover...or that discovering her identity would destroy them both.
The brooding, illegitimate son of a duke meets his match in the determined woman
hired to transform him into a gentleman from USA Today bestselling author Christi
Caldwell--perfect for fans of Bridgerton. Rafe Audley lives to thwart his father, the Duke
of Bentley. The ne'er do well who abandoned his children claims he wants to make up
for his failures, but Rafe only cares about protecting the people of his mining community
and providing for his three siblings, who've been his sole responsibility since childhood.
So far, Rafe has turned away the duke's man of affairs, solicitor, and other interlopers,
until the clever duke sends the unlikeliest of people to convince Rafe to join English
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High Society--a bold and intriguing woman. Edwina Dalrymple has never failed a
charge. She's quite adept at successfully transforming young women of the gentry and
daughters of newly minted lords to take their place in society. Taming a bastard son of
a duke will be child's play, plus this job promises to enhance her reputation within the
ton. All she has to do is fetch the wayward Rafe and groom him to be presentable to
Polite Society. As the tenacious teacher and her domineering, stubborn, refuses-to-betaught pupil engage in a fiery battle of wills, their chemistry ignites and the true lesson
becomes clear: opposites attract and hearts must be heard.
For ten years, Lady Daisy Meadows has been in love with Auric, the Duke of Crawford.
Ever since his gallant rescue years earlier, Daisy knew she was destined to be his
Duchess. Unfortunately, Auric sees her as his best friend's sister and nothing more. But
perhaps, if she can manage to find the fabled heart of a duke pendant, she will win over
the heart of her duke.Auric, the Duke of Crawford enjoys Daisy's company. The last
thing he is interested in however, is pursuing a romance with a woman he's known
since she was in leading strings. This season, Daisy is turning up in the oddest places
and he cannot help but notice that she is no longer a girl. But Auric wouldn't do
something as foolhardy as to fall in love with Daisy. He couldn't. Not with the guilt he
carries over his past sins... Not when he has no right to her heart...But perhaps, just
perhaps, she can forgive the past and trust that he'd forever cherish her heart0?4but
will she let him?
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This light-hearted, witty, Regency romance is sure to tug at your heart this winter
season! Don't miss the latest Heart of a Duke installment! Never trust a gentleman…
Once before, Lady Alice Winterbourne trusted her heart to an honorable, respectable
man… only to be jilted in the scandal of the Season. Longing for an escape from all the
whispers and humiliation, Alice eagerly accepts an invitation to her friend’s house
party. In the country, she hopes to find some peace from the embarrassment left in
London… Unfortunately, she finds her former betrothed and his new bride in attendance.
Never love a lady… Lord Rhys Brookfield has no interest in marriage. Ever. He’s
worked quite hard at building both his fortune and his reputation as a rogue—and
intends to enjoy all that they can offer him. That is if his match-making mother will stop
pairing him with prospective brides. When Rhys and Alice meet, sparks flare. But with
every new encounter, their first impressions of one another are challenged and an
unlikely friendship is forged. Desperate, Rhys proposes a pretend courtship, one meant
to spite Alice’s former betrothed and prevent any matchmaking attempts toward Rhys.
What neither expects is that a pretense can become so much more. Or that a burning
passion can heal… and hurt.
In the third installment of USA Today bestselling author Christi Caldwell’s Sinful Brides
series, a kingpin of London’s underbelly risks his heart on the woman he’s hired to
protect. London, 1822 At the notorious Hell and Sin Club nestled in London’s dark
streets, Niall Marksman relishes taking the fortunes of the very same society that once
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disregarded his existence. Oh yes, Niall has sold his soul to the devil and paid dearly.
It’s only when Lady Diana Verney appears at the gaming club looking for help that Niall
knows that the devil has finally come to collect…by forcing him to protect the duke’s
pampered daughter. Disdained by the peerage and ignored by her father, Diana knows
that someone wants to harm her. Her only protection is Niall, a scarred, intense man
who lives and dies by the knife. Now her life and safety are in the hands of the most
dangerous man in London. But a man raised on the city’s mercenary streets is adept at
stealing anything he wishes—including a lady’s reputation and her heart.
Rules to Catch a Devilish Duke Suzanne Enoch SHE BREAKS ALL THE RULES...
Sophia White knows she will never marry into polite society. The illegitimate daughter of
a nobleman, she works at the Tantalus Club, a discreet establishment for
gentlemen—and her only suitor is a pastor who wants to save her soul. So when Sophia
is invited to spend the holidays at the estate of Adam Baswich, the devilishly handsome
Duke of Greaves, she is delighted—and determined to enjoy her last nights of freedom
before surrendering her hand... TO CAPTURE A NOBLEMAN'S HEART Inviting Sophia
for Christmas is a daring courtesy on Adam's part, but he soon finds the pleasure is all
his. Sophia is beautiful, courageous, and stubbornly self-sufficient despite her
scandalous circumstances—and not at all the kind of woman he could possibly marry.
Adam knows he must find a wife by his thirtieth birthday or he will lose his fortune. But
can he defy convention—and convince Sophia—to risk it all in the name of true love?
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Book 1 in a brand-new Regency series by Christi Caldwell! There once was a
gypsy’s pendant said to bring its wearer the heart of a duke. Some found love
and others--heart ache. In this passionate series, clever, once-wounded, twicewary women will find their chance at happily ever after…and maybe even, the
heart of a duke! Schooling the Duke A lady betrayed: Finishing school instructor,
Mrs. Rowena Bryant is hated by her students, revered by the headmistress, and
absolutely determined to maintain her financial security. Deceived years ago by
the only man she'd ever given her heart to, Rowena relies on no one but
herself—that is the best way to keep her most scandalous secret. A soldier turned
duke: When Graham Linford returned from war on the cusp of death, he
discovered he'd been betrayed by the woman he loved. From that moment,
Graham shaped himself into an unfeeling nobleman, refusing to ever suffer the
agony of betrayal again. Now a duke, Graham is determined no one will ever
discover the touch of madness that has haunted him since battle. Lovers
reunited: When Graham finds himself named guardian to a young lady, the
woman sent as a companion to his ward is none other than Rowena Bryant. With
every moment spent together, their passion reignites, and the walls they've built
to keep one another out begin to crumble. But when their dark past tests them
again will true love be enough to repair their damaged hearts?
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New York Times bestselling author Sarah MacLean has taken the world of
historical romance fiction by storm! With A Rogue by Any Other Name, she once
again boldly breaks new ground. The first book in her remarkably fresh and
original Fallen Angels series—featuring four dark Regency Era heroes who will
steal the hearts of their heroines and the readers alike—A Rogue will captivate
fans of Julia Quinn and Suzanne Enoch while bringing new romance readers
eagerly into the fold. The scintillating story of a disgraced Marquess reduced to
running a London gambling hall who hopes to restore his good fortune by
marrying a very proper lady who’s secretly drawn to sin, A Rogue by Any Other
Name is sexy and wicked fun.
Enjoy another witty, emotional book in New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author Erica Ridley’s fan-favorite Dukes of War regency romance
series! Captain Xavier Grey’s body is back amongst the beau monde, but his
mind cannot break free from the horrors of war. His friends try to help him find
peace. He knows he doesn’t deserve it. Just like he doesn't deserve the
attentions of the sultry bluestocking intent on seducing him into bed... Spinster
Jane Downing wants off the shelf and into the arms of a hot-blooded man.
Specifically, the dark and dangerous Captain Grey. She may not be destined to
be his wife, but nothing will stop her from being his mistress. She could quote
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classical Greek by the age of four. How hard can it be to learn the language of
love? Grab the first book in the series FREE: The Viscount's Tempting Minx!
In the final installment of USA Today bestselling author Christi Caldwell's Sinful
Brides series, a runaway heiress entrusts her fate to the man she betrayed. Lady
Eve Pruitt has never forgotten her childhood friend, the young pickpocket Calum,
who she feared had been condemned to the gallows. Now, years later, Eve is the
one in danger. Her brother, made desperate by gambling debts, threatens to
steal her inheritance, and Eve has no choice but to run. Under an assumed
name, she takes a job as a bookkeeper at the notorious Hell and Sin Club.
Nothing in this bawdy den shocks her more than discovering that her employer is
none other than Calum. Keeping her identity a secret is one thing--but hiding her
feelings for him is another. As Calum becomes increasingly taken with the
strangely haunting beauty, he looks forward to exposing her mysteries. But when
her masquerade is revealed, it's left to Eve to prove that her desire for him is no
deception.
Christi Caldwell, USA TODAY bestselling author of the Wicked Wallflowers
series, combs London's underground and finds romance and danger for a
missing lord and the lady who loves him. To solve a mystery that's become the
talk of the ton, no clues run too deep for willful reporter Verity Lovelace. Not even
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in the sewers of London. That's precisely where she finds happily self-sufficient
scavenger Malcom North, lost heir to the Earl of Maxwell. Now that Verity's made
him front-page news, what will he make of her? Kidnapped as a child, with no
memories of his well-heeled past, Malcom prefers the grimy spoils of the culverts
to the gilded riches of society. Damn the feisty beauty who exposed the
contented tosher to a parade of fortune-hunting matchmakers. How to keep them
at bay? Verity must pretend to be his wife. She owes him. The intimacy of this
necessary arrangement--Verity and Malcom thrust together in close
quarters--soon sparks an irresistible heat. But when the charade ends, the
danger begins. Will love be enough to protect them from a treacherous plot
devised to ruin them?
See why NYT Bestseller Mary Balogh calls Christi Caldwell: "A must read!" and
why NYT Bestseller Tessa Dare says, "A Christi Caldwell book never fails to
touch the heart!Her name preceded her...Lady Poppy Tidemore's notorious
family scandals assure her place in not-so-polite society. Of course, she didn't
help matters...with an infamous art lesson that left her name ruined. Now,
Poppy's only hope is to accept her sister's invitation to live at the Paradise, the
illustrious hotel owned by her brother-in-law. There she'll be able to pursue her
artistic studies without judgment. Except someone else at the Paradise knows
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Poppy, someone who used to occupy her girlish dreams: Lord Tristan.
Thankfully, Poppy's no longer that naïve little girl, moonstruck by the charming
rogue. In fact, over the years, she and Tristan have become unlikely friends. So,
there should be no problem living under the same roof...or at least, that's what
she keeps telling herself...His reputation precluded him... Scoundrel.
Scapegrace. Soldier. That's how he's known...and not in that order. Tristan
Poplar, now Baron Bolingbroke, has lost everything. Upon learning of his father's
dubious role in the disappearance of the rightful Maxwell heir he's lost not only
his title and wealth, but also his respectability. He's determined to restore his
honor at all costs. However, honor proves a tricky thing - as does self-restraintthe more time he spends with alluring Poppy Tidemore. His best course of action
is to avoid her, but when Poppy presents Tristan with a legitimate offer he can't
refuse, both enter with clear heads and uninvolved hearts. Except, the more time
they spend together, their arrangement blossoms into something more. And
when an unexpected opportunity comes along for Tristan to restore his name,
he'll have to decide which matters most: fighting for honor or fighting for Poppy's
love.
It had been a decade since Victor Cale, first cousin to the Duke of Lyons, had
seen his wife. After some royal jewellery went missing from the jeweller's shop
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where they worked, Isabel Mertens disappeared. When Victor gets word of a
woman who fits his wife's description, he sets out to confront her. But he
discovers that nothing is as it seems-and revenge is never as sweet as true love.
In 1997, Charles Frazier’s debut novel Cold Mountain made publishing history
when it sailed to the top of The New York Times best-seller list for sixty-one
weeks, won numerous literary awards, including the National Book Award, and
went on to sell over three million copies. Now, the beloved American epic returns,
reissued by Grove Press to coincide with the publication of Frazier’s eagerlyanticipated second novel, Thirteen Moons. Sorely wounded and fatally
disillusioned in the fighting at Petersburg, a Confederate soldier named Inman
decides to walk back to his home in the Blue Ridge mountains to Ada, the
woman he loves. His trek across the disintegrating South brings him into intimate
and sometimes lethal converse with slaves and marauders, bounty hunters and
witches, both helpful and malign. At the same time, the intrepid Ada is trying to
revive her father’s derelict farm and learning to survive in a world where the old
certainties have been swept away. As it interweaves their stories, Cold Mountain
asserts itself as an authentic odyssey, hugely powerful, majestically lovely, and
keenly moving.
An “engaging . . . entertaining journey,” Landing explores the pleasures and sorrows of longPage 14/22
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distance love in the digital age (The New York Times Book Review). Síle is a stylish citizen of
the new Dublin, a veteran flight attendant who’s traveled the world. Jude is a twenty-five-yearold archivist, stubbornly attached to Ireland, Ontario, the tiny town in which she was born and
raised. When Jude meets Síle on her first transatlantic plane trip, the spark between them is
instant. After a coffee shared at Heathrow Airport, both women return to their lives—but neither
can forget their encounter. Over the next year, Jude and Síle connect through emails, phone
calls, letters, and the occasional visit. But no matter how passionate, every long-distance
relationship comes to a crossroads, because you can’t have a happily ever after when the one
you love is a world apart . . . “[Donoghue] explores with a light, sure touch the subject of desire
across distances of various kinds: generational, cultural, even spiritual.” —The New York Times
Book Review “[A] charming tale.” —Kirkus Reviews
Will he secure his future by ruining hers, or will she ruin his plans by securing him? A new twist
on the old fortune hunter plot puts an impoverished earl in a position to gain his fortune only by
ruining an innocent's reputation without offering marriage. The innocent he's selected,
however, has no plans to settle for anything less than marriage and will go to almost any length
to secure him. With no other means for an income, the impoverished Andrew Black, Earl of
Townson, makes an agreement that will put a definite end his eight year poverty streak. But, in
order to gain his fortune he must do only one simple thing: ruin an innocent young lady's
reputation enough to make her flee to America. Brooke Banks isn't interested in marriage, or
so she thinks. She came to London to have a good time, and that's exactly what she's doing.
Widely known for her tendency to flout the rules, she suspects nothing when a handsome
stranger appears on her doorstep. Thirteen days, a handful of kisses and one scandalous
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situation later, Andrew and Brooke will have to choose to stick to their original plans, or decide
if a life together is worth the risk.
At St. George's Club, guardians conspire to keep their unattached sisters and wards out of the
clutches of sinful suitors, which works fine--except when the sinful suitors are members.
An astonishing first novel that traces the lives of a Scottish family over a decade as they
confront the joys and longings, fulfillments and betrayals of love in all its guises. In June of
1989 Paul McLeod, a newspaper publisher and recent widower, travels to Greece, where he
falls for a young American artist and reflects on the complicated truth about his marriage. . ..Six
years later, again in June, Paul’s death draws his three grown sons and their families back to
their ancestral home. Fenno, the eldest, a wry, introspective gay man, narrates the events of
this unforeseen reunion. Far from his straitlaced expatriate life as a bookseller in Greenwich
Village, Fenno is stunned by a series of revelations that threaten his carefully crafted defenses.
. .. Four years farther on, in yet another June, a chance meeting on the Long Island shore
brings Fenno together with Fern Olitsky, the artist who once captivated his father. Now
pregnant, Fern must weigh her guilt about the past against her wishes for the future and decide
what family means to her. In prose rich with compassion and wit, Three Junes paints a
haunting portrait of love’s redemptive powers.
London, 1821 Lord Robert Dennington, the Marquess of Westfield, has long reveled in the
freedom afforded him as the ducal heir. He knows he must someday do right by the Somerset
line, but he's in no hurry to give up his carefree existence. Helena Banbury is a bookkeeper in
a gentleman's gambling club, adept at analyzing numbers and accounts but helpless for lack of
influence. She's never belonged among the nobility on the gaming hell floors, but neither does
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she feel completely herself among the men who run the Hell and Sin Club, despite the fact that
they are family. The once-illiterate girl from the streets wants more than the gilded walls her
protective cage can offer. When Robert mistakenly enters her chambers one night, Helena is
forced out of her predictable life and thrust into the glittering world of Society. Will the charms
of the marquess prove more perilous than any danger she ever knew on the streets?
A lady of reserve and a fierce street fighter find common ground in the second Lost Lords of
London novel by USA Today bestselling author Christi Caldwell. Eight years ago, Lady Lila
March retreated to the safe shadows of her family's estate after a devastating tragedy. Weary
of being a whisper of her former self, she is determined to brave the dangers of the outside
world again. No man is better equipped to train her in the art of defense than the Savage
Gentleman, East London's undefeated street fighter. Hugh Savage reigns as king--of the
underworld. Physically invulnerable, emotionally battered, he has his reasons for bare-knuckle
brawling. Though Hugh longs to break free of the ring and leave behind the brutal world of
violence, he's intrigued by the challenge Lady Lila poses. A mysterious lady of the peerage
willfully descending into the dangerous rookeries? That bespeaks a woman with secrets of her
own. As their unconventional pact progresses, Hugh comes to admire the resolve in Lila's
heart. And beneath his hard surface, she sees a tenderness that touches her to the quick.
They'll soon discover how much they need each other--to face their pasts together, and to fight
for a future they deserve.
"Sensual and witty... A delicious, dark Gothic treat!" - Eloisa James, New York Times
bestselling author A darkly romantic gothic mystery with hidden motives and forbidden love
from a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author: HIS TOUCH HOLDS HER
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CAPTIVE From the ravens circling its spires to the gargoyles adorning its roof, Blackberry
Manor looms ominously over its rambling grounds. And behind its doors, amid the flickering
shadows and secret passageways, danger lies in wait… TO HIS EVERY DARK DESIRE
Evangeline Pemberton has been invited to a party at the sprawling estate of reclusive Gavin
Lioncroft, who is rumored to have killed in cold blood. Initially, his towering presence and
brusque manner instill fear… until his seductive attentions and unexpected vulnerability conquer
her resistance. But when a guest is murdered, Evangeline is torn. Could the man to whom she
is so powerfully drawn, also be a ruthless killer?
USA Today bestselling author Christi Caldwell's Wicked Wallflowers series burns hot as two
rivals meet in the flesh and feel the heat... Adair Thorne has just watched his gaming-hell
dream disappear into a blaze of fire and ash, and he's certain that his competitors, the
Killorans, are behind it. His fury and passion burn even hotter when he meets Cleopatra
Killoran, a tart-mouthed vixen who mocks him at every turn. If she were anyone else but the
enemy, she'd ignite a desire in him that would be impossible to control. No one can make
Cleopatra do anything. That said, she'll do whatever it takes to protect her siblings?even if that
means being sponsored by their rivals for a season in order to land a noble husband. But she
will not allow her head to be turned by the infuriating and darkly handsome Adair Thorne.
There's only one thing that threatens the rules of the game: Cleopatra's secret. It could unravel
the families' tenuous truce and shatter the unpredictably sinful romance mounting between the
hellion...and a scoundrel who could pass for the devil himself.
This carefully crafted ebook: "The Devil's Dictionary (or The Cynic's Wordbook: Unabridged
with all the Definitions)" is formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed table of
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contents. The book is a classic satire in the form of a dictionary on which Bierce worked for
decades. It was originally published in 1906 as The Cynic's Word Book before being retitled in
1911. A number of the definitions are accompanied by satiric verses, many of which are signed
with comic pseudonyms. It offers reinterpretations of terms in the English language which
lampoon cant and political double-talk as well as other aspects of human foolishness and
frailty. The definitions provide satirical, witty and often politically pointed representations of the
words that is seeks to "define". The Devil's Dictionary has inspired many imitations both in its
day and more recently. Ambrose Gwinnett Bierce (1842 – 1914?) was an American satirist,
critic, poet, editor and journalist. Bierce became a prolific author of short stories often
humorous and sometimes bitter or macabre. His dark, sardonic views and vehemence as a
critic earned him the nickname, "Bitter Bierce".
A rogue Marcus, the Viscount Wessex has carefully crafted the image of rogue and charmer
for polite Society. Under that façade, however, dwells a man whose dreams were shattered
almost eight years earlier by a young lady who captured his heart, pledged her love, and then
left him, with nothing more than a curt note. A widow Eight years earlier, faced with no other
choice, Mrs. Eleanor Collins, fled London and the only man she ever loved, Marcus, Viscount
Wessex. She has now returned to serve as a companion for her elderly aunt with a daughter in
tow. Even though they’re next door neighbors, there is little reason for her to move in the
same circles as Marcus, just in case, she vows to avoid him, for he reminds her of all she lost
when she left. Reunited As their paths continue to cross, Marcus finds his desire for Eleanor
just as strong, but he learned long ago she’s not to be trusted. He will offer her a place in his
bed, but not anything more. Only, Eleanor has no interest in this new, roguish man. The more
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time they spend together, the protective wall they’ve constructed to keep the other out, begin
to break. With all the betrayals and secrets between them, Marcus has to open his heart again.
And Eleanor must decide if it’s ever safe to trust a rogue.
Complete with the signature charm, “delectably witty dialogue…and scorching sexual
chemistry” (Booklist) she is known for, New York Times bestselling author Sabrina Jeffries is
back with the fourth romance in the Sinful Suitors series! When Niall Lindsey, the Earl of
Margrave, is forced to flee after killing a man in a duel, he expects his secret love, Brilliana
Trevor, to go with him, or at the very least wait for him. To his shock, she does neither and
sends him off with no promise for the future. Seven years and one pardon later, Niall returns to
England disillusioned and cynical. And being blackmailed by the government into working with
his former love to help catch a counterfeiter connected to her father doesn’t improve his mood
any. But as his role as Brilliana’s fake fiancé brings his long-buried feelings to the surface
once again, he wonders who is more dangerous—the counterfeiter or the woman rapidly
stealing his heart. Forced to marry another man after Niall was exiled, the now widowed
Brilliana wants nothing to do with the reckless rogue who she believes abandoned her to a
dreary, loveless life. So having to rely on him to save her father is the last thing she wants,
much less trusts him with....But as their scheme strips away the lies and secrets of their shared
past, can she let go of the old hurt and put her pride aside? Or will the pleasures of their
renewed passion finally enable them both to rediscover love?
Warning: Contains a hero who’s Tall, Dark, and Possessive, and may melt your heart as well
as your reading device. Handle with care and a bucket of ice water nearby. And maybe some
tissues. His hunger for power knows no bounds…until she binds his heart. To keep an ill-fated
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bargain, witch Maeve MacKenna surrenders herself to the scheming Demon Lord Arawn. He’s
dangerous, arrogant, ruthless, and dominant — everything she should dread in a male,
especially since another demon’s torture left scars on her body and soul. She should tremble
with terror in Arawn’s presence. So why does he make her shiver for entirely different
reasons? And awaken parts of her body she believed numb after her assault? Arawn gets what
Arawn wants. But when the witch he’s been coveting — for the ancient magic bound inside her
— walks into his lair, what should have been simple and straightforward becomes
uncomfortably complicated as his interest in her…shifts. A dance of power and attraction begins
amid a looming outside threat — because Maeve is not the only one with an age-old force
stirring inside her, and the Demon Lord’s rivals are all-too eager to seize that kind of power…
A Lady with a Secret… Partially deaf, with a birthmark marring her face, Bridget Hamilton is
content with her life, even if she’s been cast out of her family. But her peaceful
existence—expanding her mind with her study of rare books—is threatened with an ultimatum
from her evil brother—steal a valuable book or give up her son. Bridget has no choice; her son
is her world. A Lord with a Purpose… Vail Basingstoke, Baron Chilton is known throughout
London as the Bastard Baron. After battling at Waterloo, he establishes himself as the
foremost dealer in rare books and builds a fortune, determined to never be like the self-serving
duke who sired him. He devotes his life to growing his fortune to care for his illegitimate
siblings, also fathered by the duke. The chance to sell a highly coveted book for a financial
windfall is his only thought. Two Paths Collide… When Bridget masquerades as the baron’s
newest housekeeper, he’s hopelessly intrigued by her quick wit and her skill with antique
tomes. Wary from having his heart broken in the past, it should be easy enough to keep
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Bridget at arm’s length, yet desire for her dogs his steps. As they spend time in each other’s
company, understanding for life grows as does love, but when Bridget’s integrity is called into
question, Vail’s world is shattered—as is his heart again. Now Bridget and Vail will have to
overcome the horrendous secrets and lies between them to grasp a love—and life—together.
Ruthless, wicked, and dark, the Marquess of Rutland rouses terror in the breast of ladies and
nobleman alike. All Edmund wants in life is power. After he was publically humiliated by his
one love Lady Margaret, he vowed vengeance, using Margaret’s niece, as his pawn. Except,
he’s thwarted by another, more enticing target—Miss Phoebe Barrett. Miss Phoebe Barrett
knows precisely the shame she’s been born to. Because her father is a shocking letch she’s
learned to form her own opinions on a person’s worth. After a chance meeting with the
Marquess of Rutland, she is captivated by the mysterious man. He, too, is a victim of society’s
scorn, but the more encounters she has with Edmund, the more she knows there is powerful
depth and emotion to the jaded marquess. The lady wreaks havoc on Edmund’s plans for
revenge and he finds he wants Phoebe, at all costs. As she’s drawn into the darkness of his
world, Phoebe risks being destroyed by Edmund’s ruthlessness. And Phoebe who desires
love at all costs, has to determine if she can ever truly trust the heart of a scoundrel.
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